
                                                          The perfect connection between database marketing and digital marketing 
 

 

 

EXACT IDENTIFICATION OF NEW CUSTOMERS 
Four ways to reach the ICT market 
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ONE SYSTEM - FOUR VARIANTS, BUT ONE THING STAYS THE SAME 

With each variant of View2Market, full access is provided to its foundation 
the master data of the entire ama database, 

offering 41,000 company-sites. 
 

ABOUT AMA  
ama is the leading provider of company profiles from the ICT sector with first-class 
quality. You will receive information on more than 41,000 German company sites with 
220,000 contacts and over 1 million detailed information about the IT environment. 
Through the partner network EMIG, you will receive access to the largest ICT database 
in Europe with ama. 

With a powerful team, ama will support you in implementing telemarketing campaigns 
individually tailor-made for you. 
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The acquisition of new customers regularly raises the question of finding the right target groups with the right contacts. The key to greater sales success and efficiency lies in 
obtaining information quickly and easily. With View2Market, your sales team has information at the touch of a button, can start right away and saves up to 50% of research 
time! 

View2Market turns data into valuable information and 
makes it available in the form of compact company 
profiles. Your sales team has access to: 
 

 41,000 companies in full access to the master 
data, with an average of 6 contact persons after 
activation 

 detailed representation of the ICT infrastructure and 
the hosted IT systems of companies, including the 
associated hosting service providers and data 
centres 

 extensive selection options for targeted research 
and activation of relevant target customers 

 information on planned projects & investment 
intentions in the ICT environment 

 

 constant updates with weekly new features and 
updates  

 monitoring and alert functions for new ICT projects, 
management changes, relocations, etc. 
 

TRACKING ALERTS FOR NEW 
PROJECTS 
You can also benefit from the numerous other functions 
of View2Market. Through resubmissions or notes at 
company profile level and various export options for 
direct further processing of data, you can actively work 
on your future new customer potentials. You can store 
attractive companies in the MonitoringBox and you will 
be informed immediately of any changes via alert. 

LEAD-PROFILING-ENGINE 
We can qualify all leads generated in your content, digital 
or event marketing by company profiles in View2Market. 
The leads generated by you are automatically 
transferred and activated with the relevant information 
such as lead source, lead contact, etc. directly in 
View2Market. 

 

GDPR FRIENDLY 
The personal data belonging to a company profile, such 
as name, position and contact data of the contact 
persons, can only be activated individually at the time of 
contacting the company. 
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Activate the most important companies in your target group in advance. We 
activate your required selection individually and adapt it to your needs, so that 
you can directly start working on new potentials. 

For each Select package you will receive a free activation budget worth €250 
- €750. With this budget, you can activate further company profiles for 
viewing. If a company profile is activated, you will receive alerts when new 
projects become available, when management changes or moves. 

Various export formats are available for download. 

The costs for each activated profile are charged directly to your activation 
budget. You can replenish your activation budget at any time for additional 
activations. 

View2Market: The basis for all versions 

The basis of View2Market is the 24/7 full access to the master data of 41,000 
company locations in the ama database. After activation, you will find all 
available contact persons and - in the FULL version - comprehensive 
information on the ICT infrastructure including planned projects and 
investment intentions. 

Our new licensing models make your decision easier. Considering your 
planned duration of use, your current budget and desired profile depth, you 
will find the right usage model for View2Market. 

You either activate pre-defined packages (SELECT PACKAGE) or you 
individually select the suitable top potentials via our CUSTOMERSELECT. If 
you do not wish to activate your target group in advance, you can activate the 
relevant company profiles individually at any time via a simple ACTIVATION 
PACKAGE. A brand-new addition to your inbound marketing is the LEAD-
PROFILING-ENGINE. 

Reach individual target groups with 
CUSTOMERSELECT 
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 Cherry picking with the ACTIVATION 
PACKAGE 

Exclusive target groups with the SELECT 
PACKAGES 

We already established 14 up-to-date target groups as packages. Some of 
these packages contain information that has never been available before and 
are therefore highly attractive, offering better conditions. 

Each of these packages is activated in advance and giving you immediate full 
access to these company profiles, including ICT information. 

As with CUSTOMERSELECT, cherry picking is also possible here. You will 
immediately receive a free activation budget of €250 to €750 so that you can 
try it out right away. 

You can choose from target groups such as IT security, storage, hosting, 
ECM/DMS, PBX, printers, server farms or SAP. 

This is the most customised variant. Here you simply decide on a fixed 
activation budget (starts from €2,500) and can activate each individual data 
record of interest directly. 

The fees for the activation of individual data records are simply deducted from 
your budget account. 

The real advantage for sales teams: you can distribute your available budget 
individually within your team and redistribute it at any time as required. As 
team leader, you will of course see all activated accounts and can track the 
activities of your team. 
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A smart addition to Inbound Marketing: The 
LEAD-PROFILING-ENGINE 
We qualify all leads that you have gained through content, digital or event 
marketing. Your leads are automatically transferred to View2Market and are 
visible to you with the relevant information such as lead source, lead contact, 
etc. Leads are transformed into complete company profiles with information 
on the ITC infrastructure, which are activated in your View2Market account. 

With a Lead-Qualify-Call, we immediately take action for you. Our 
monitoring service keeps you informed about all activities and provides you 
with timely alerts via email or in the dashboard. 

There are 3 variants available: 

Basic (A), the most cost-effective variant, in which you take over 
identification and activation yourself. 

Silver (B), here we handle everything for you and you will be informed by 
alert. 

If you choose the Gold version (C), we also handle the Lead-Qualify-Call and 
send further information by e-mail on your behalf. 
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